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The Problem (reference mode)

• Globalisation: ‘textbook’ theory states there will be losers
• Regional growth disparities: stagnation, hysteresis

• Unemployment, underemployment, urban/rural decay

• Inequality, long-term socioeconomic damage

• Economic/political marginalisation = ‘Populism’ and Polarisation
• More free-trade – ‘Hyperglobalisation’ – exacerbates the problem rather than solves it

• But also, danger of reactionary unwind of gains from trade

• UN Sustainable Development agenda – 17 Goals (SDGs)



Solutions?
1. Global Localism, New Economics, Ecological Economics, Transition etc.

• De-growth, resilience, localism, circular economy; Keynes, 1933; Boulding, 1966; 
Meadows et al., 1972; Schumacher, 1973; Daly, 1996; Hines, 2000; Porritt, 2008; 
Victor (2008); Jackson (2009). 

2. Address market failure in provision of monetary infrastructure
• Monetary reform / regional finance / complementary money

• 1st Generation: Proudhon, Owen, Gesell, Soddy, Douglas, Fisher
• ‘Monetary cranks’: Labour notes, depression-era scrip, social credit, Wörgl, WIR etc.

• 2nd Generation: Lietaer, North, Seyfang, Mellor, Douthwaite, Rogers, Greco, Blanc, Martignoni, 

• Some formal modelling: Stodder (2009); Stodder & Lieater (2016); Brakken et al. (2012); Groppa
(2013); Boik (2014); Lucarelli & Gobbi (2016); Valdecantos & Zezza (2015)

• But... no universal, theoretical macroeconomic model of secondary money;
• Seems to contradict received macroeconomic theory (General Equilibrium); 

• Reform needs justifying for policy lobbying & implementation …



…broadly stated research question

Is it possible to develop a parsimonious, universal,
theoretical, macroeconomic model to demonstrate the
posited benefits of secondary money systems within
the context of Sustainable Development?



The ‘coordination problem’ in macroeconomics:
competing parables - Crusoe vs. the babysitting co-op

• For Robinson Crusoe, money has no purpose.
• For a babysitting co-op,  money is crucial.
• Money facilitates coordination

• The quantity of money has ‘real’ impacts
• The nature of money has ‘real’ impacts

Sweeney & Sweeney (1977)



General Systems Theory of Spaceship Earth
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• “knowledge or information is by far the most 
important of the three systems.”

• “the reduction of material entropy has to be paid 
for by inputs of energy and also inputs of 
information, or at least a stock of information in 
the system.”

• “The question of whether there is anything 
corresponding to entropy in the information 
system is a puzzling one, though of great interest.”

Production [Meta-transformation?] Function (Boulding, 1966):
(1) Matter;
(2) Energy; and
(3) Information

Cf. (Miller, 1978)



Money vs. information in System Dynamics
• Forrester (1961)

• “Money flow reservoirs include bank balances and loans.
[Footnote] In the context of many situations these will be
considered as information rather than money. Accounts
payable and receivable and capital equipment and
depreciation accounts ordinarily are not “money” in the
cash flow sense and will usually appear in the information
flow channels.” (p.62)

• “The information network can extend from a level in any
one of the six networks to a rate in the same or any other
network. The information network is therefore in a
unique and superior position relative to the other five.
This should be contrasted with the superior position that
has often been assigned previously to money in economic
analysis. We must stretch the concept of money beyond
any reasonable meaning to make it serve the purpose here
achieved by a distinct information network” (p.70)



Money, Information and Social Entropy

• Living Systems Theory (Miller, 1978)

• Social Entropy Theory (Bailey, 1990)

• Macro-Accounting Theory (Swanson, 1993)

• Swanson, Bailey & Miller (1997); Swanson & Bailey (2009)

• Living systems are entropic, but emergent properties allow entropy to be minimized

• Shannon (1948), information is the negative of entropy

• Negentropy (organization, order) can actually increase

• “Monetary-information” vs. “money-information”

• Money-Information Marker (MIM) flows cause patterns of organization

• “Information markers, including money-markers, are vital and basic 
ingredients of the organizing processes at the social levels of living systems.”

“Missing information flows is one of the most common causes of 
system malfunction.  Adding or restoring information can be a 
powerful intervention, usually much easier and cheaper than 
rebuilding physical infrastructure.” (Meadows, 2008, p. 157).



Connecting “unused resources to unmet needs”*
* Lietaer & Dunne (2013)

MIMs (carriers of information/negentropy)
1. Convertible Local Currency (CLC)
2. Time-bank
3. Local Exchange Trading System (LETS)
4. Mutual Credit Clearing (MCC)
5. Regional government currency
6. Functional currencies

• Need political will to instigate ‘abstract systems’ of ‘tokens’ and ‘expert systems’ (Giddens, 1991)
• But need a model to persuade…

Social entropy
• Un(der)employed labour
• Un(der)employed resources
• Crumbling infrastructure
• Broken communities
• Health degeneration
• Unfunded social care

Secondary money systems
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A building-block theoretical model
• John Law (1705) Money and Trade Considered: With 

a Proposal for Supplying the Nation with Money

• “Imagine an island…

See Murphy (1993)



Cantillon (1755) Circular Flow

Cantillon, R. (1755 [2010]) 'An Essay on Economic Theory'. in Thornton, M. An English translation of Richard 

Cantillon’s 'Essai sur la Nature du Commerce en Général'. Auburn, Alabama: Ludwig von Mises Institute. 
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“Minimum necessary model” approach (cf. Krugman, 1993):

Money-flow into and out of local/regional economy

NEF 
(2001)



Initial Model Boundary Table
Endogenous Exogenous Excluded

Household money wealth Propensity to consume Capital [matter-energy]

Income (local GDP) Consumer propensity to import Inflation

External content requirement of 
production

Population/employment

Income from outside region Banking/finance

Profit/wage share Environment

Social capital

Seek to make 
endogenous with model 
development

Seek to bring into model



Some wages
Welfare payments
Investment income
Grants
Transfers

Tax
Rent
Interest
Utilities
Most food/clothing
Complex consumer goods

Inputs into local production
Tax
Rent
Interest
Profits
Utilities

“Export” sales
Tourism



(1) Convertible Local Currencies (CLCs)





(2) Mutual Credit Clearing
(e.g. WIR, RES)



Consumer Choice Theory
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• Lexicographic ordering of consumption needs (Lavoie, 2015)

‘Neoclassical’ consumer choice:
1. Constrained optimisation
2. Propensity to consume (save)
3. Allocation of wealth to assets

Post Keynesian consumer choice with 
separability and hierarchy:
1. Non-discretionary spend
2. Saving/Discretionary spend
3. Allocation of wealth to assets



Consumption 
Choices

External (E) Local (L)

Non-discretionary
(ND)

Staples:
Rent;

mortgage;
utilities;

most food;
most clothing.

Staples:
Transport;

car-servicing;
essential repairs;

some food.

Discretionary (D)

Non-staples:
Car finance;

luxuries;
holidays;
‘Amazon’;

some food;
some clothing.

Non-staples:
Hospitality;

personal services;
construction;

painting/decorating
maintenance;

some food.

(1) NDE (Non-Discretionary External)
(2) NDL (Non-Discretionary Local)

(3) DE (Discretionary External)
(4) DL (Discretionary Local)

Simplifying: four outlets of consumption

External
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Discretionary
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Consumer 
submodel



Supply side: employment sector







(3) Local Government Currency?
(e.g. (historically) Guernsey, Wörgl)





Preliminary conclusions…
• Theoretical and Methodological

• Our current money system is not a spontaneous creature of the market
• Our money system has been designed. Badly.
• Need to model Money-Information Markers (MIMs) as a social/institutional construct

• Alternative macroeconomic theory is required
• SFC-SD models demonstrates potential for this
• can also incorporate further ecological & social constraints

• Sustainable Development and complementary money systems
• Complementary money systems may reduce social entropy
• Projects often run into difficulty of scale and adoption
• Government action needed to foster appropriate institutions: “expert systems” 
• Potential is highly context-dependent
• Form of money system determines various potential outcomes
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